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these connections, rather than a more comprehensive history of the two
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The times call for a book that is accessible as well as authoritative and
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Preface to the second edition

I began to write the first edition of this volume in 1993 with a sad sense
of obligation. The violent end of the former Yugoslavia forfeited what
had seemed to most Western observers a better chance to transcend
the limits of a postwar Communist regime than any member of the
neighboring Soviet bloc possessed. When the chance came for all of
Eastern Europe after 1989, that Yugoslavia had become a place, in the
introductory words to a famous American film, “that we read about
only in the history books . . . gone . . . with the wind.” I tried to separ-
ate my history book from the nostalgia of Gone with the Wind, with its
exaggerations and omissions of what was lost. But I also sought to
stand back from an understandable disposition in the successor states,
shared by too many Western observers, to see their ethnic majorities
and their territories as having little past connection – certainly nothing
constructive – with each other or with two common states.

The ethnic wars and troubled transitions that have marked the efforts
of the successor states to disentangle themselves from those really exist-
ing connections have now spanned an entire decade. Their struggles
provide the primary justification for this second edition. Its lengthy new
chapter on the period 1991–99 records some progress and achievement
among the successor states but leaves me with another sad task, with
less to celebrate than to lament. In proceeding into these most recent
years, I was obliged to rely on sifting through secondary sources and
my own observations from a dozen visits to the region during the
decade. The primary sources on which historians prefer to rely remain
to be fully studied for the first Yugoslavia and fully opened for the
second. Despite their near total absence for the 1990s, the toll of dead,
displaced, or disconnected even before the recent tragedy in Kosovo
is simply too great, the stakes too high for all of Europe and also the
United States in preventing more ethnic warfare and in reconnecting all
of Southeastern Europe, to avoid facing the challenge of what I have
elsewhere called instant history.

xvii
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Considerable reason exists for the considerable effort that I have
expended in revising the introduction and eleven chapters of the first
edition. The recent warfare in the one successor state to continue using
the name Federal Republic of Yugoslavia demanded greater attention
to the ethnic history of Kosovo, Macedonia, and Montenegro. My
conscious neglect of separate cultural histories has been repaired where
space permits and some relevance to a common heritage or inter-ethnic
relations exists. I have paid special attention to clarifying the simplifications
or correcting the simple errors of fact that were most frequent in the
initial, century-spanning chapters, useful as they were to critical readers
from one special perspective or another who wished to dismiss the
subsequent bulk of the book on that basis.

I found further reason for revision, and also for the added chapter
12, in the continuing absence of any new survey of the former Yugosla-
via since my first edition and, at the same time, in much impressive
new research and scholarship, along with a flood of journalistic treatment,
on particular parts and periods. The footnotes to the new chapter list
twenty publications treating the 1990s alone, and the expanded biblio-
graphy adds forty books in English or German. Important new works
in what are now separate languages for each successor state dot the
revised chapter notes. I also took particular pleasure in drawing on
the books or doctoral dissertations of nine younger American scholars:
Melissa Bokovoy, Audrey Helfant Budding, Jill Irvine, Carol Lilly,
Katherine McCarthy, Nicholas Miller, Marko Prelec, Veljko Vujadic,
and Andrew Wachtel. Their work first became familiar to me when
they attended the annual Junior Scholars Training Seminar of the East
European Studies program that I directed for the Woodrow Wilson
International Center for Scholars from 1987 to 1997.

Mention should also be made of the advantage that I have tried to
take from the numerous reviews of the first edition, a series of round-
table and individual discussions on that volume with scholars in the
successor states, my consultation of an important new archive, and
finally several readers of the new chapter. This is not the place to
appreciate the majority of quite favorable reviews or continue the de-
bate between myself and Ivo Banac – in the Slavic Review, 58, 1 (1999):
281 – about whether my initial chapters point to the rise of an inevit-
able Yugoslavia. Here it is more appropriate to note the two reviews
which were most useful to me for their detailed appraisal and construc-
tive criticism: James Krokar on the Internet’s HABSBURG Reviews,
1997/20, and Slobodan G. Markovic in KniYevne novine from Belgrade,
October 15, 1997. Round-table discussions at the Law Faculty in
Ljubljana, the Institute for Contemporary History in Belgrade, the
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Macedonian Academy of Sciences and Arts in Skopje were also valu-
able, as were individual meetings there and in Zagreb, Dubrovnik, and
Sarajevo. I profitably consulted the newspaper collection at the new
Open Society Archives at the Central European University in Budapest.
And my special thanks go to Steven Burg, Lenard Cohen, and Charles
Ingrao for their comments on an initial draft of the new chapter.

The heavy responsibility for what is said there and elsewhere in this
volume remains my own. I have tried to be clearer, if not briefer, about
this complex subject which citizens and students seek to understand
and about which policy makers have had and still have decisions to
make. I have also tried, as the discipline of history demands, to stand
back from the conflicting certainties of recent experience remembered,
and then used as a path to explain the past. After a decade of dissolu-
tion and war, such memories work to deepen ethno-centric divisions
across the successor states. And they continue to tempt Western ob-
servers with their simplifications. I stand back as well from speaking for
the two lost Yugoslavias, let alone encouraging the prospect of a third.
I ask only that we seek out the several-sided histories that brought
both of them together and broke both of them apart. Neither of them
deserves to be left to the single source of recent memory.

John R. Lampe, College Park, Maryland September 1999
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Note on pronunciation

The joint language known as Serbo-Croatian in the former Yugoslavia
(and since 1991 divided into the historically separable Serbian and
Croatian languages) is spelled phonetically, that is, each letter of the
alphabet always represents the same sound. The following guide to
pronunciation is based on the Latin alphabet, used in the Croatian
variant of Serbo-Croatian. Diacritic marks are used with certain con-
sonants to indicate sounds which have a separate sign in the Cyrillic
alphabet, used in Serbia, Macedonia, and Montenegro.

A as in English a in father
B b in bed
C ts in cats
f ch in reach
e a sound between ch in reach and t in tune
D as in English d in dog
Dy j in John
Dj a sound between d in duke and dg in bridge
E as in English e in let
F f in full
G g in good
H as in Scottish ch in loch
I as in English i in machine
J y in yet
K k in kite
L l in look
Lj ll in million
M m in man
N n in net
Nj n in new
O o in not
P p in pet
R r in run (slightly rolled)

xx
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S ss in glass
v sh in she
T t in tap
U u in rule
V v in veil
Z z in zebra
x s in pleasure

Note on pronunciation xxi
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